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Abstract: In this paper we describe proposed methodology of image processing of collagen scaffolds.
The description and visualization of the 3D porous structure is essential for tissue regeneration. First
part of work deals with delimitation of fibrillar and cellular structure of collagen using local adaptive
cluster analysis with fuzzy logic. In next section the segmentation of pores and subsequent analysis
of structure features is reported. Eventually, we illustrate and discuss achieved results.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Collagen is biocompatible, biodegradable protein used in tissue regeneration in the form of porous
sponges due to fibrillar and pore structure, hydrophilicity and permeability. Tissue scaffold is a type
of porous material designed for a support of cells, such as osteoblasts and fibroblasts. These cells are
imposed to the collagen scaffolds and the growth of cells and degradation of biopolymer is monitored
for possible cell proliferation and differentiation [1]. In the tissue regeneration the knowledge of
scaffolds morphology is very important characteristic.

The features, such as size of cavities (pores) or degree of porosity of structures, playing a significant
role for distribution of nutrient and successful cell seeding on the scaffold. For acquisition of structure
characteristic can be used scanning by electron microscopy. The imaging modality provide only 2D
image of 3D collagen structure and moreover the scaffold pattern must be cut up on small pieces and
then the thin samples must be sputter-coated with a layer of gold prior to analysis. A more suitable
method for scanning scaffold structure is X ray micro-tomography (µCT) [2]. The image obtained
by µCT provide details about real 3D volume structure, which thanks subsequent image processing
enables to get real size of pores and its connectivity (which means relative surface perforation of
neighboring cavities). The size of pore is usually measured as diameter of sphere, which has equiva-
lent volume to appropriate cavity. In this proposed work, we present image processing methodology
of the collagen-based scaffold for 3D visualization and subsequent structure analysis.

2 METHODS AND METHODOLOGY

The 3D image data of collagen scaffold have been acquired by micro CT system GE Phoenix v|tome|x
L240 with flat panel detector array GE DXR and 180 kV/15W high-power nanofocus X-ray tube.
Achieved resolution of obtained volumetric data is dependent on the sample length; for our samples
it was approximately 4 µm per voxel in each axis (isotropic voxel). For 360◦ scan 2200 projection
images was acquired. Samples of scaffold were stained by contrast agent for image enhancing. For
proper visualization and subsequent analysis is needed to distinguish the collagen structure from the
background. This problem is made more difficult according to the corruption of obtained data by
noise and CT artefacts which are causing overlapping of intensity values of collagen structures and
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background space (see typical histogram in Figure 1). Also, the low frequency spatially variant addi-
tive bias was found in image data. For this reason elementary methods such as simple thresholding
are not sufficient. Especially thin or poorly stained structures are lost in the noise. Due to this more
sophisticated methodology that is briefly described below was applied.

Figure 1: Example of scaffold sample intensity histogram (blue significant peak - background, blue
plateau on the right - collagen structure, green (dashed) line - histogram of image areas classified as
background, red (solid) line - histogram of image areas classified as collagen scaffold).

The image data can be described as:
yk = xk +bk +nk, (1)

where yk is the image intensity at the coordinate k, xk is the intensity of real structure, bk is additive
value of the bias field and nk is the additive noise value. The optimum segmentation is searched by
classifying voxels into two classes. The first class is background and the second class presents the
collagen structure. Simultaneously the influence of bias field and additive noise are suppressed.

Firstly the fuzzy c-means (FCM) optimization method is used to determine probabilities of classifica-
tion to one of classes. Also, the suppression of bias field is taken into account as well as suppression
of noise which is done by utilization of close neighbourhood of each voxel. Whole problem is solved
as minimization problem of criterion function
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where U = {yk
i ∈ [0,1]} are searched elements of the membership function, b∗k is the estimated bias

field, vi is class centroid in the intensity space, observed image is represented by yk, i is number
of class (in this case i = {1,2}), NR is number of considered neighbouring voxels, α is weighting
coefficient of neighbourhood and p is equalization constant of membership function u. For complete
formulation the probability constrain is added:

N

∑
i=1

ui,k = 1,∀k, (3)

which means that sum of class assignment probability for each voxel is equal to one. Now, solution
of this task is searched by determination of membership function ui,k, of the bias field b∗k and class
centroids vi by Lagrange multiplier method in iterative manner [3]. Example of estimated bias field
and corrected image is shown in Figure 2. Finally segmented binary image could be obtained by sim-
ple thresholding of previously computed membership maps, however the better result was achieved
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by application of locally adaptive threshold [4]. Acquired improvement of proposed segmentation
method compared to manual thresholding is shown in Figure 3. Also, the fuzziness of histogram is
presented in Figure 1.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Example of bias field correction; a) image before correction, b) estimated bias field (in
different dynamic scale), c) corrected image.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Influence of local adaptive segmentation; a) delimitation of collagen structures with manual
threshold, b) effect of local adaptive method (green circles - noise reduction improvement, blue circles
- completion of collagen cellular structures)

After segmentation of collagen structures the delimitation of individual pores in scaffold sample is
performed by watershed based algorithm. The input data is parametric map which is modified by h-
minima transform. Due to this methodology, the connectivity and partition of pores is computed and
each pore has its own label and sample is prepared for subsequent numerical evaluation (see Figure 5
and Figure 6).

3 RESULTS

The main goal is to obtain the detailed description of the porous structure including numerical evalu-
ation. For the correct tissue regeneration is necessary what most reliable to represent real structure in
image data. The scaffold structure can be correctly visualized and structural features can be got only
when the collagen and background is properly delimited. As you can see in Figure 3 (blue circles) the
proposed local adaptive method preserves more precisely thin collagen fibers and cellular structures
with low density. Moreover, next advantage of this method is reduction of false noise segmentation
(green circles). Results of scaffold structure delimitation in comparison with visualized original data
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are shown in the Figure 4. The segmentation of collagen scaffolds is important step of proposed
methodology for subsequent analysis.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: 3D visualization of delimited collagen scaffold by volume rendering. a) Original data
visualized by volume rendering, b) visualization of segmented scaffold by volume rendering.

Next phase of algorithm is obtaining the characteristics of structure. The main features for next anal-
ysis are size of pore and its count distribution in data including connectivity of individual segments.
The pictures of structure segments are presented in Figure 5.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: Slice of original data a). Displayed results of pores segmentation of delimited collagen
structure in 2D b) and in 3D space c).

How is seen in Figure 5 (c), the segmentation of pores is proceeded in 3D space. For more illustrative
display the single vertical slice is shown in Figure 5 (a-b). Each segmented pore is represented
by unique label number and unique color. Now we can compute numerical evaluation of scaffolds
features.

The average percentages of distribution collagen in sample is very significant parameter for tissue
regeneration as well as percentages of structure porosity. The knowledge about distribution of pore
diameters (see Figure 6) including statistical values of the first order is very useful for correct nu-
trition and growth of seeded cells. Only possible way how these features can be obtained is correct
delimitation of collagen and pores.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: Example of the graphical illustration of pores numerical evaluation. a) Histogram is show-
ing count distribution of pore diameters. b) Visualization of 3D parametric map, which graphically
describes local distribution of collagen in the space.

4 CONCLUSION

The problems of the correct 3D visualisation and 3D analysis of the collagen scaffold were intro-
duced. Solving of these tasks is important contribution of advanced methods of tissue regeneration
and treatment, especially from the point of view of scaffold structural features measurement. For
the best possible imagination of structural features and their objective assessment the most precision
definition of scaffold structures is necessary.

The proposed method of segmentation (in combination with µCT imaging and appropriate staining)
yields sufficient accuracy of results and moreover in contrast 2D SEM which is commonly used in
practice, µCT imaging allows 3D analysis and measurement. It permits relatively accurate estimation
of real physical parameters of analyzed scaffold samples by automatic processing of large amount of
3D image data.
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